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Commonweal.dlson -~ ..,._ . ;~." 
One First National , Chicago, Illinois 
Address Reply to: Post Office Box 767 
Chicago, Illinois 60690 - 0767 

Mr. Victor Stello, Jr. 
Executive Director of Operations 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555 

Dear Mr. Stello: 

January 22, 1988 

··--subject: Dresden Station Units 2 and 3 
Commonwealth Edison's Response 
to NRC Diagnostic Evaluation 
NRC Docket Nos. 50-237 and 50-249 

References (a): v. Stello, Jr., letter to Cordell Reed 
dated ·November 25, 1987 

(b): J.A. Silady letter to A.B. Davis 
dated October 2, 1987 

(c): C.E. Norelius letter to Cordell Reed 
dated September 4, 1987 transmitting 
the July 10, 1987 Task Force Report. 

We are submitting as an attachment to this letter, our review of the 
Report of the NRC Diagnostic Evaluation Team (DET) (see Reference (a)) that 
conducted an assessment of our.Dresden Station's performance in 1987. This 
attachment addresses, in summary fashion, the Major Findings and Conclusions, 
a~ well as the Specific Findings and Conclusions discussed in the DET Report 
(see Attachment, Section II). As discussed in an earlier letter (Reference 
(b)), the attachment also addresses (in Section II.B) the findings in the 
NRC's report of the Task Force Review of Equipment Performance (Reference 
(c)). In addition, we are developing detailed evaluation package? for each of 
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the observations made in the DET Report. These packages will be completed by 
February 15, 1988, and will be available at Dresden Station for review by the 
NRC Staff. 

As you are aware, we have developed a comprehensive initiative at 
Dresden to assure that recent improvements in the performance of Dresden 
Station are sustained, and that excellence in .nuclear operations is achieved. 
This Dresden ·station Improvement Plan (DSIP) integrates all of our initiatives 
at self-improvement into a single program under a senior manager who reports 
directly to the Dresden Station Manager. This newly created position of 
Superintendent of Performance Improvement is intended to assure that this 
important activity has the highest possible level of management attention 
without imposing an additional burden on the line station management. The 
DSIP is discussed at some length in Section III of the Attachment. Also 
included in the Attachment are the Action Plans that are in progress that 
address findings made by the DET in its report. 

These actions constitute only a part of the DSIP, but clearly reflect 
our approach to managing the process of improvement at Dresden. The Action 
Plans identify Measurement Standards by which we will gauge our progress and, 
wherever possible, identify Performance Indicators to assess trends in the 
underlying programs that are the subject of the Action Plan. We expect to 
refine this Action Plan evaluation process as we implement the DSIP and will 
establish objective target goals for performance wherever possible. Those 
areas not amenable to objective assessment will be evaluated periodically by 
qualified Edison personnel or consultants not involved directly with the 
Dresden DSIP to provide added confidence that our improvement objectives are 
being achieved. 

The DSIP program is aggressive. and is intended to achieve both short 
and long term performance· iffiprovement obje·ctives. we expect, as a result of 
this initiative, to interact with your staff regularly as we track our 
progress. We will advise the Staff of.any actions necessary by them to 
support the completion of our program, ~uch as the review of modified testing 
programs and amendments to technica1 specifications. 

I recognize the responsibility I have to assure that both adequate 
resources and management attention are provided to restore Dresden station as 
a performance leader -in the .nuclear industry. I believe our efforts at Dresden 
will demonstrate o~r cOminitment and aoHity-· to achieve excellence I and that 
all of our nuclear facilities should and will meet our goals of excellence in 
nuclear operations. 
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If we can be of any service by clarifying or supplementing the 
materials submitted by this letter, please have your staff direct questions to 
our Nuclear Licensing Department. We expect to establish with the NRC Region 
III Staff, a mechanism for the periodic review of our progress at Dresden 
Station. I continue to be available in the event you need any further 
information in this regard. 

Very truly yours, 

Corde 11 Reed 
senior Vice President 

lm 

Attachment 

cc: A. B. Davis - Reg. Admin. (RIII) 
M. Grotenhuis - NRR 
NRC Resident Inspector - Dresden 
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L Introduction and overview 

The safe and reliable operation of a nuclear power facility is 
cognized as a complex activity requiring a combination of personnel, 

equipment and management system performance at the highest levels achievable. 
In August, 1987, the NRC implemented for the first time a Diagnostic 
Evaluation of Conunonwealth Edison Company's (Edison) Dresden Station. The 
objective of the NRC was to assess: the attitude of the Dresden Staff towards 
safety, the level of professionalism ·Of that staff, as well as Station and 
Corporate management's involvement in and ability to positively influence 
plant performance. This assessment of people and management systems was 
expected to provide insights on the ability of Dresden Station to achieve the 
appropriate level of operational performance. 

In December, 1987, the NRC issued the Report of its Diagnostic 
Evaluation Team. Edison management at all levels, both at the corporate 
offices and at the Dresden Station, reviewed thoroughly the findings and 
conclusions of the report. Additionally, Edison considered carefully Mr. 
Stello's December ll, 1987 letter to our Mr. O'Connor, in which he summarized 
the conclusions of the NRC's Diagnostic Evaluation Team (DET) and acknowledged 
Edison·'s significant initiatives at performance improvement. However, the 
Diagnostic Evaluation did indicate that performance at Dresden, though 
improving, required close management attention from both Edison corporate and 
Station management. In addition, specific findings in certain critical 
activities demanded prompt and effective attention to assure that safe plant 
operation would continue to be achieved. 

The purpose of this Edison response is to describe the actions that 
ave been taken and that are planned to address the conclusions reported by 

the NRC. Specifically, Section II of this response provides a summary 
description of the actions responsive to the Specific Findings and Conclusions 
delineated in the DET Report. Section III of this response provides a 
description of the improvement initiatives undertaken at Dresden Station. The 
responsibility for integration and control of these initiatives has been 
assigned to a senior manager, the superintendent of Performance Improvement, 
who reports directly to the Dresden Station Manager. The superintendent has 
coordinated the development of and will manage the Dresden Station Improvement 
Plan (DSIP). This Plan will ensure that all Action Plans undertaken as part 
of the overall improvement initiative are·effectively implemented. The DSIP 
will include approximately 100 Act~on Plans addressing long term performance 
objectives of the Station, self-identified remedial actions, and action plans 
responsive to the DET findings and concfosions. All Action Plans (22) respon
sive to the issues raised by the DET Report are provided as an appendix to 
this response. Section IV of this response highlights·· major management 
initiatives that support the o.verall improvement effort at Dresden Station. 
While elements of these specific initiatives have been integrated into the 
DSIP and are responsive to DET findings, they are among the self-initiated 
actions underway at Dresden fo~ some time to improve operational performance. 
These programs are described to demonstrate the conunitment of Conunonwealth 
Edison and specifically Dresden Station management to identifying weaknesses 

nd resolving them before they affect plant performance. 
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• It was correctly observed in the recent letter from Mr. Stello to Mr. 
O'Connor that Edison understands the problems and weaknesses at Dresden 
Station. Station and Corporate management have for some time devoted 
extensive effort to evaluate the historical performance of the Station and to 
make the changes necessary to improve and maintain Dresden's performance at 
the highest level possible. Major changes have been made in station programs 
as is demonstrated by the discussion in Sections II, III, and IV of this 
report. In addition, a new Station management team has been developed 
involving changes to 20 of 26 key station management positions. This effort 
saw the infusion of experienced, successful managers from the Edison corpo(ate 
Office and other nuclear stations into Dresden to bring with them fresh ideas 
and enthusiasm. However, the effort also saw the rotation of senior Dresden 
management personnel into new roles within the Dresden organization. such 
changes also had the effect of stimulating new thoughts while maintaining 
Station expertise. Finally, the changes that have been made to expand the 
Corporate management resources available to support our nuclear stations 
generally are also relevant to Dresden Station. Most notable of these. 
changes, which have evolved over the past 3 years, is the separation of the 
Nuclear Operations Area into two line divisions (BWR and PWR), with each line 
having at its head a Corporate Vice-President responsible for only three 
nuclear facilities. In addition, the position of General Manager of 
Operations who reports as staff to the line Vice-President, was developed to 

-

low for more focused management attention where necessary. The BWR General 
nager of Operations has devoted his attention to the Dresden improvement 

nitiative. 

Dresden Station has a long and proud history of achievement. This 
history of achievement provides Edison management with extra incentive to 
bring all aspects of Dresden Station performance to a level of excellence both 
we and others believe is achievable. 

II. RESPONSES :ro.·(;ENERAL .FINDINGS 

The DET report, in its major finding_s arid conclusions section, 
identified several areas in which Dresden Station exhibifed weaknesses. The 

, ··~~ "! .. 

NRC intended to follow the progress of Edison's improvement programs in 
additional areas to assure itself that i_mprovf:!ments were susta-ined as 
identified in Mr. Stello's letter. Edison.has developed initiatives to 
improve performance for each of these general areas identified in both the DET 
report and Mr. Stello's letter. These improvement initiatives are further 
described in this section. 
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OPERATIONS 

In early 1987, Dresden developed a Plan for Achieving and Maintaining 
Error Free Operations. Included in this plan were provisions for an 
extensive, augmented on-site review of readiness for startup from a 
refueling outage; ongoing, bi-weekly performance review meetings; 
implementation of quiet hours in the control room; and senior management 
on shift during startups. 

Additional measures for improving operations activities that were . 
instituted included the issuance of an operating order on the use of 
procedures, the overlap of shift personnel at shift turnove'rs; and a 
program to relabel all valves followed by. 'other important .. components and 
equipment. A concerted effort at redu~ing control room alarms was 
undertaken. After hours outside phone calls to the control room were 
shifted to the security force. A control'-room professionalism committee 
was formed from which a conduct of operations ·code will be issued. A 
conduct of operations training class for all operators specifically 
intended to help transmit managerial expe·ctations was compi~ted in 
December 1987. 

' . 
In an effort. to eliminate excess~ve overtime for shift personnel, two 
additional Reactor Operators (NSO's) were added. TWO additional NSO's 
were placed on day shift to eliminate the potential for midnight-day 
double shifts, and to reduce day shift control room workload. A new 
administrative procedure for control of licensed operator overtime was 
issued requiring management pre-approval of excess overtime. A computer 
program is being developed to monitor and trend operator overtime. Also, 
union guidelines regulating operator overtime were revised such that 
overtime occurrences are reduced compared with the previous guidelines. 

uncontrolled piping and instrumentation drawings have been removed from 
the Control Room and the Shift Engineer's Office. In their place are 
"Authorized for Use" drawings that are maintained current. It is planned 
to replace the uncontrolled electrical schematic drawings by February 1, 
1988. 

Finally, it is expected that the improvements in the maintenance program 
will increase operators confidence in system functionality. communications 
between the maintenance department and operations have been enhanced to 
assure operators have a comprehensive awareness of system maintenance 
outages. 

B. MAINTENANCE 

The DET report identified the conduct of maintenance at Dresden as one of 
the major areas warranting performance improvements. Edison acknowledges 
and has recognized.for quite some time that improvements in Dresden's 
maintenance program are necessary. The need for improvements in this area 
was heightened in June 1987 as a result of Edison's Self-Assessment of the 
conduct of maintenance activities at Dresden. This self-assessment was 
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performed by a team of experienced Edison per'sonnel from the corporate 
office and from the other Edison nuclear stations. In July, INPO conducted 
its annual evaluation of Dresden Station and also identified maintenance 
as an area- in which improvements ~ould' -t?e m~de. in August, the NRC DET 
reviewed in detail the Dresden maintena~ce program. 

' 
Dresden requested INPO's assistance in performing a comprehensive and 
detailed review specifically of Dresden's maintenance program. This 
review was conducted jointly by Edison and the INPO Maintenance Assessment 
and Review Team (MART) in September 1987. 

Dresden Station management, based on the results of its own evaluations, 
and the collective results of these aforementioned as?essments of 
maintenance, has a clear and unambiguous understanding of the areas in 
which the Dresden maintenance program should be improved. On the basis of 
this understanding, Dresden is developing a comprehensive Maintenance 
Improvement Plan to implement and monitor the effectiveness of these 
requisite improvements. 

The key elements of this Maintenance. Improvement Plan include the 
strengthening of the maintenance department's management and staff; 
development of new programs, such as a comprehensive preventive 
maintenance program, a maintenance trending program for use in predictive 
maintenance, a lubrication and oil analysis trending program, and a 
post-maintenance testing program; a general upgrading of maintenance 
procedures; and a special immediate emphasis on the overhaul and 
lubrication of MOV's to ensure their functionality. 

Dresden management has strengthened the management organization respon
sible for maintenance activities. In March 1987, a highly-experienced 
Assistant Superintendent - Maintenance (ASM) of one of Edison's other 
stations was transferred to this position at Dresden. A number of areas 
within the maintenance department have been strengthened. The position of 
Maintenance Improvement Coordinator was created in October 1987, that 
reports to the ASM. 

Working for the Maintenance Improvement Coordinator is a special 
coordinator for HOV-related maintenance, and a Preventive Maintenance 
Coordinator. Several consultants have been hired with special expertise 
in nuclear maintenance to augment the Maintenance Improvement Coordinator's 
staff. Two procedure writers were added in 1987 to the maintenance 
department's staff, with an additional writer scheduled to be added in the 
first quarter of 1988. Additional work analysts have been added to each 
of the three maintenance departments (mechanical, electrical, and 
instrument) to enhance the quality of the work packages and to promote 
communications. The Technical Staff is reorganizing in support of the 
system-engineer concept. This system engineer concept has proven 
successful at other nuclear plants including some of our plants. These 
system engineers will assist in the review of system performance in 
support of preventive maintenance program development. Fixed maintenance 
crews will be utilized for performing maintenance activities, such that 
the working relationship and communications between the supervisor and .the 
employee are improved. 
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A systematic and comprehensive upgrade of the Preventive Maintenance 
Program is being developed. The program is based on a review of equipment 
and system operating history, as well as subjective interviews with plant 
personnel. It is expected that fifteen systems will initially be selected 
for inclusion into the program. Priority will be given to systems that 
have historically required above-average corrective maintenance or have 
contributed to safety system unavailability. Five such systems have been 
selected on which historical maintenance data collection has already 
begun. The remaining ten systems will be selected by March 1988, with 
data collection for those systems beginning at that time. 

A root cause and failure analysis program is being developed which, based 
on equipment history information, will refine maintenance frequency 
requirements and provide input to the preventive maintenance program. 
This program is scheduled for development by February 1988 and implemen
tation will begin in March 1988. This program will add additional 
information in the Total Job Management (TJM) history file such that 
equipment failures can be tracked by equipment type and model. 

Special immediate emphasis is being placed on ensuring the functionality 
of MOV's. A special maintenance crew will be established for working on 
MOV's. All Safety-Related MOV's have been scheduled for overhaul and 
surveillance testing. This overhaul has begun for those MOV's outside the 
drywell not requiring a unit outage. The remainder will be overhauled 
during the upcoming two refueling outages on each unit. 

Included in this overhaul will be the setting of torque switches based on 
diagnostic data, the setting and manual verification of limit switches, 
and the assurance that the correct grade of qualified grease is used 
depending on the environmental qualification requirements. It is expected 
that the qualification test results supporting the use of MOBILUX EP-0 
will be available in April 1988. Additionally, all balance of plant MOV's 
will also be subject to some degree of inspection and maintenance. 

The Maintenance Improvement Plan will also address observations made by 
the NRC task force review of equipment performance at Dresden during April 
and May of 1987. This team made observations regarding trending of 
Maximum Occurrence Reports (MOR's), lubrication of equipment, and the 
reporting of out-of-calibration balance of plant instruments. Trending of 
MOR's will be performed not only in terms of individual pieces of 
equipment, but also by manufac~urer's model number, so that failures of 
like equipment will be collect"ively trended. In the area of equipment 
lubrication, procedures will. be revised to reflect that individual pieces 
of equipment will be tracked for .. lubrication, and.· that due dates will be 
provided for each piece of ~quipment. Trending of balance-of-plant 
instruments found out of caiibration will be accomplished utilizing the 
TJM system, which tracks corrective work requests written for calibration 
of instruments. 

; . 
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TESTING 

Another area identified as needing improvement at Dresden was the 
Inservice Testing· (IST) program. Edison acknowledges weaknesses in both 
the Dresden IST Program and in its implementation. However, Dresden has 
recently received support from the Ediso~ corporate offices in the 
development of an enhanced IST program. An engineer from the corporate 
office with significant .experience in ASME inspection programs was 
permanently assigned to the Dresden Station to manage the review, 
revision, and implementation of.the IST Program. 

This IST Coordinator is undertaking a comprehensive review of the in-place 
IST program. This review will include 'a comparison of testing 
requirements with those contained in the technical specifications, 
surveillance procedures, and the ASHE Code', and also will include a review 
for accuracy of previously submitted relief requests. 

out of this review will come the revision and further development of 
administrative procedures for the conduct and control of the IST program, 
including review and trending of test results. A review of pumps and 
valves to ensure appropriate inclusion into the program was completed. 
The sufficiency of testing requirements for each pump and ·valve was 
reviewed, and changes to the program are being instituted, or, where 
necessary, requests for relief will be initiated. 

Finally, a computer database of all components subject to IST was 
developed that includes testing requirements and frequency for each 
component. This database will not only facilitate scheduling of testing, 
but also allow timely changes to the program necessitated by plant 
modifications. 

A completely revised IST valve and pump program will be submitted for NRC 
review in April 1988. 

OPERATOR TRAINING 

Dresden agrees that there was room for improvement in its operator 
training program and has, since the DET team review, instituted many of 
their recommendations. However, Dresden believes that the DET may have 
overlooked several important positive elements of the operator training 
program, and as a result, may have arrived at an overly negative conclusion 
with respect to the overall training program. For example, the requalifi
cation program was cited as consisting only of two weeks of self-study. 
For on-shift licensed operators, it has been a continuous cycle based on a 
six-week rotation that included simulator training. The two-week program 
referred to was preparation just prior to an NRC-administered 
requalification exam, and was in addition to the normal program. In 
addition, simulator training was increased from three to ten days per 
year. Plans were then in place for assuring that the training programs 
became performance-based in accordance with INPO guidelines and the 
Accreditation Program. 
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The Training Department's staff plant experience levels were increased 
with the addition of two Nuclear Station Operators (NSO's) in June 1987. 
Additionally, a shift engineer was transferred to the position of training 
department qperations group leader, and two members of the Electrical 
Maintenance Department were also transferred into the Training 
Department. Recent staff changes within the training department have been 
made to provide new direction and improve communications and cooperation 
between the operators and the training department. These changes should 
address specific personnel concerns expressed by the DET report. 

Communications between operators and the training department will be 
further enhanced by the previously existing "Training Inquiry" .system. 
Training Inquiries were utilized by operators to provide comments about 
the training program. While actions were taken by the training department 
in response to these inquiries, responses to the individual were often not 
timely. Every effort will be made to make the initiator aware of progress 
regarding his inquiry in a_ timely manner~ 

Additionally, the continuing training programs for non-licensed operators 
were separated from those for licensed operators in December, 1987. A 
crew concept will be instituted for simulator training and a group within 
the training department has been formed to follow all INPO items including 
the responsibility of assuring that the training program becomes 
performance based. 

QUALITY PROGRAMS 

The Commonwealth Edison Quality Verification system is a multi-faceted 
organizational structure comprised of Station Quality Control, Station 
Regulatory Assurance, Nuclear Safety, Corporate Functional Management, 
and Quality Assurance (QA). Quality Assurance has been delegated the 
responsibility to provide confidence that systems. and/or components will 
perform satisfactorily in service via programmatic audits and· 
surveillances and in-process observation and review of ongoing daily 
activities. Through these audits and surveillances, Quality Assurance 
reviews various areas utilizing both in process and documentation review 
methods in order.to assess implementation of requirements and overall 
performance of the area. QUality Assurance provides both objective and 
subjective recommendations and assessments of performance to Station and 
Corporate Management. 

Dresden Quality Assurance organization's commitment relative to daily 
plant activities has provided an effective means to monitor activities 
important to safety as well as indicators which could show declining 
quality trends. QUality Assurance includes backshift coverage to monitor 
operations and maintenance activities. In addition, maintenance/ 
modification work packages and procurement documents are reviewed, 
receiving and radwaste shipment inspections are performed, and Control 
Room, Chemistry and Radiation Protection activities are observed. Hqld 
and witness points are inserted into work packages to ensure the 
opportunity to inspect specifically selected in-process work activities. 
Quality Assurance attends Station meetings in order to be current in 
critical issues and.activities at Dresden. 
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As discussed above, audits and surveillances are only one element of 
Quality Assurance's participation in the Quality Verification arena .. 
Edison feels that the NRC may have overlooked positive aspects of the 
total Quality Assurance activity. In the report, the NRC commented on two 
(2) specific audits. Edison feels that these audits do not constitute a 
representative sample of our quality audit program. (Detailed assessment 
of these specific audits is contained in the evaluation package for this 
finding.) The effectiveness of a quality program is demonstrated not only 
through the deficiencies identified via audit and surveillance but also 
through the involvement of personnel performing the quality functions in 
daily Station activities in order to prevent programmatic breakdowns and 
incorrect actions. ~dison Qu~lity Assurance attempts to meet this 
objective through a combination of inprocess monitoring, surveillance and 
audits. 

Dresden Station and Quality Assurance conduct weekly meetings, whereby 
upcoming audits are discussed and completed audits are reviewed. Problem 
areas are also reviewed with appropriate Dresden Station upper management 
and department head personnel. Items such as operator rounds, shift 
turnovers, and Control Room quiet hours are routinely observed by QA, and 
constructive feedback has been provided to the Station. In addition, 
management personnel have recently been transferred from QA to Dresden 
Station as the INPO Coordinator and Preventive Maintenance Coordinator. 

The station has also instituted a Daily Regulatory Activities Listing that 
provides due dates for quality and regulatory commitments and responses, 
along with the responsible individuals. This program has provided an 
improved responsiveness to Quality Assurance items. 

QUality Assurance, as part of the total Edison quality effort, has been 
dynamic in anticipating the need for improvement in a changing Nuclear 
Industry environment. These improvements are demonstrated by the 
assignment of an Engineer/ Inspector who holds a valid Senior Reactor 
Operator license, which enhances the overview of the daily plant 
operations. The SRO also provides the QA Group with necessary insight of 
Operations to allow individuals to effectively perform their. assigned 
tasks. Similarly, defined qualifications for auditing have been 
established in order to assure auditors are familiar with the overall 
scope of the area audited. Finally, QUality Assurance Management' assures 
consistency among the Edison stations by interchanging Engineers and 
Inspectors between the various Nuclear Stations in order to provide new 
perspectives to established practices. 
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Quality Assurance has been innovative in the development of the 
traditional quality verification function. A Dresden SSF! was performed 
by Quality Assurance with the assistance of Engineering in 1987. This 
effort employed a different auditing philosophy, encompassing a 
multi-faceted review of maintenance and modification work activities 
involving the unit 3 Diesel Generator. Quality Assurance will be 
utilizing aspects of this auditing methodology in future audits in order 
to achieve a broader examination of performance. 

The Quality Assurance team at Dresden is an aggressive, firmly.committed 
group of individuals whose objective is to achieve excellence within the 
department as well as assisting Dresden Station in its sustained efforts. 
As in the past, the goal of the Quality Assurance group has been to 
identify significant deficiencies which could impair safe operation of the 
plant. The framework of Quality Assurance involvement in Station 
activities coupled with the auditing, surveillance and monitoring functions 
provide an effective approach to Quality Assurance's contribution to the 
total Edison Quality Verification system. The key in achieving this goal 
is to ensure that essential parameters are investigated thoroughly, 
deficiencies are effectively communicated, corrective actions address the 
root cause and the issue is promptly resolved. To strengthen this system 
at Dresden, Corporate Quality Assurance upper management independent of 
the Dresden activities will assess even more intensely the performance of 
the Dresden Quality Assurance audits. In the past, Corporate·Quality 
Assurance management has pressed for Quality Assurance personnel to spend 
a daily average of three to four hours in the field doing performance based 
evaluations of on-going activities. In order to reinforce this commitment, 
QA Engineers and Inspectors are now required to document their field time 
for review by the Manager of QUality Assurance on a monthiy basis. In 
conclusion, the QUality Programs at Commonwealth Edison, of which QA is ~n 
integral part, will assist in achieving and ensuring excellence at the 
Edison Nuclear Stations. 

F. RADIATION/CHEMISTRY 

• 

The DET report did not identify major weaknesses in the area of 
Radiation/Chemistry. Nonetheless, Dresden Station developed initiatives 
for the enhancement of many Radiation/Chemistry activities. Ongoing 
programs such as the weekly tailgate meetings and the scheduled retraining 
sessions will provide a conununicatioris forum between management and union 
personnel. The expectation of the role of the Radiation Protection 
Foremen will be re-emphasized to include the duties of job planning, 
providing in-field support, and direct job coverage.· 

Other recent initiatives include the following: 

1. The Station Radiation Protection and Chemistry Supervisor has 
reviewed the guidance provided for respirator use when workers enter 
areas with loose contamination levels greater than 50,000 
disintegration/minute/100CM2 (DMP/100 CM2). As noted in your 
observation, more operational flexibility is appropriate for certain 
job activities. This guidance is being rev_ised to allo.w the Qualified 
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Technician or Radiation Protection Foreman to make the decision as to 
the respiratory requirements based on the concentration and 
dispersability of the contamination as well as the results of the air 
samples collected during the work activity. This revision will be in 
place by February 1., 1988. 

Dresden Station has reviewed maint'ena11ce procedures pertaining to the 
removal and replacement of reactor internals for refueling outages. 
These procedures have _been modified to incorporate Radiation 
Protection hold points and good practices. Additionally, "Radiation 
Protection Guidelines for Work in the Reactor cavity" has been 
submitted fqr on-site review. ·This.procedure details specifics for 
the reactor cavity workers. · 

The Station ALARA Group has developed a new system for increasing 
department involvement in routine ALARA practices as well as 
individual job planning efforts. This new program was derived from 
an extensive compilation of INPO ~'Good Practice" Reports and was 
drafted during the Fall of 1987 for implementation in 1988. 

MANAGEMENT/UNION INTERACTIONS 

An evaluation of the factors that contribute to the overall union
management climate at Dresden Station has been performed and has been 
reviewed with appropriate Corporate Management. One of the items 
resulting from this review process will be the development of a 
communication forum between managers, supervisors, and appropriate union 
representatives. Some examples of Edison's ongoing efforts at improving 
labor relations include the following: 

1. Corporate negotiations are progressing with the union to initiate the 
radiation chemistry technician work skills split. 

2. Recent company-union negotiations established a rotating shift 
schedule utilizing the crew concept. This effort has improved the 
manner in which shift selections are made, so that shift selections 
are made on an annual basis with the same crews rotating together as 
a unit. The Company is pursuing further improvements in the manner 
in which shift selections are made through 1988 collective bargaining 
efforts, as a part of the Company's contract negotiations. 

3. More frequent periodic meetings have recently been implemented 
between the Dresden Station Manager and the Chief Union Steward. 

While efforts to increase the understanding of Labor Relations activities 
among first line supervisors attending the supervising For Results program 
have been successful, more training needs to be done, including middle 
management levels. communication with line management concerning such 
subjects as pending negotiations, grievance resolutions, current legal 
issues, arbitration and current issues of importance to the union 
leaderships will be improved through formal meetings and Company training 
programs. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

Dresden Station management realizes the importance of a two-way flow of 
information throughout the station, and has taken steps to further 
facilitate this communication. Dresden upper management has formalized 
and communicated standards and expectations of station personnel, and has 
additionally set expectations of performance excellence, attitude, and 
commitment by their example. 

Initiatives to improve communications have included the following: 

1. Important to the flow of information was the rescheduling of station 
meetings. The upper management (manager, superintendents, and 
assistant superintendents) meets on Mondays. Information discussed 
at this meeting passes to the Department Head meeting on Tuesdays. 
The individual department management meets as necessary on 
Wednesday, with the union membership attending their tailgate 
meetings on Thursdays. Upper station management participates in the 
tailgate meetings. This schedule .allows for the orderly flow of 
information from upper management down through to the union members. 
It also allows for communications feedback from each successive tier 
before going to the next. 

2. Periodic station-wide meetings are held to present status and 
concerns, and to answer employee questions. 

3. A monthly newsletter was developed in November 1987, and contains 
substantive articles on topics of interest regarding Dresden 
operations. This newslett_er is distributed to all Station 
personnel. A Daily Update '.report is al,so distributed to Station 
personnel, which gives linit' statu!')., work,priorities, meeting 
schedules, and other items of interest, incl{Jding updates on selected 
station goals. · ·.· 

... ,• .. 
4. The Station also issues a week.ly report that provides information 

concerning key performance parameters such as scrams, personnel 
errors, contamination events, and LERs. ·A discussion of the previous 
week's performance-'is conducted during the-week}y department head 
meeting. 

'. /'<... ' " .. ' ' ., • 

5. A Monthly Plant Status Report' was 'developed"in ·February, 1987 to 

6. 

trend a number of plant performance parameters. This has been a 
worthwhile communication tool in terms of providing performance 
information to plant management personnel. 

The Radiation/Chemistry Department has initiated a performance 
evaluation program for all Radiation/Chemistry Technicians. This 
one-on-one communication session with the General Foreman encompasses 
aspects of the employee's performance such as worker attitude, 
technical competency, and reliability. This concept is being reviewed 
for implementation in other work groups. 
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7. To further improve performance and expectations of first-line 
supervisors and communications with their workers, a one-day session 
for review of work practices, communication, and adherence to 
procedures was initiated in December, 1987 and should be completed by 
April, 1988. By mid-1988, a mod'ified first-line supervisor training, 
program will be in-place. A formal first-line supervisor training 
program is being developed and will be available for pilot 
implementation in the first quarter of 1989. 

8. The ·on-site BWR Engineering Department group is being re-organized 
and strengthened to increase their involvement with regard to Station 
activities. An on-Site Nuclear Safety Group is being established to 
facilitate communications with th~ Corporate Nuclear Safety 
Department, and to better support the Station operation. The on-Site 
BWR Engineering and Nuclear Safety Groups will be functional at 
Dresden by March 1, 1988. 

9. Communications from the corporate office have been enhanced. The 
Chairman and CEO for Commonwealth Edison recently visited the 
station, and communicated his expectations of Dresden Station in 
terms of performance improvement. The Vice-President, BWR Operations 
and the General Manager-BWR Operations have also been more visible at 
Dresden. 

PLANT MATERIAL CONDITION 

Edison has made significant improvements to Dresden's plant material 
condition over the last year. The DET Report acknowledged the substantive 
improvements in plant appearance and workplace safety due to Dresden's 
concerted efforts in painting, cleaning, addition of lighting, and 
decontamination of general access areas. The resulting improvements have 
resulted in improved worker morale and pride in the workplace. 

Additionally, the physical state and operability of plant systems and 
components will be further assured by the enhancements to the maintenance 
program previously described in detail, with the greatest immediate 
improvements to be seen in MOV functionality. To provide additional 
assurance that Dresden safety systems are fully functional and currently 
meet the design basis, Edison QA performed a Safety System Functionality 
Inspection (SSFI) on the Unit 3 Diesel Generator System. 

Another significant Dre.sden initiative aimed at improvements in plant 
material condition is the Model system concept. Edison corporate 
management has mandated the creation of a "model space" at all stations 
in 1988, to pilot improvements in housekeeping and cleanliness. Dresden 
intends to take the model space concept one step further by combining the 
model space concept with the pilot implementation of the maintenance 
improvement program. Dresden.chose the High Pressure Coolant Injection 
(HPCI) system as this "Model system." 
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Not only will housekeeping, cleanliness, and general area decontamination 
be substantially improved in the HPCI room, but the preventive and 
predictive maintenance improvements resulting from the maintenance 
improvement program will be first fully implemented on the HPCI system. 
The selection of the HPCI system asthe model system represents a 
substantive commitment by Dresden Station to real improvements in the 
material condit~on of the Station. This is not only due to the HPCI 
system's critical importance to safety, but also due to its relative 
complexity and the difficulty in maintaining low levels of contamination 
resulting from the presence of live reactor steam in the piping system in 
the room. 

III. DRESDEN.STATION IMPROVEMENT PLAN (DSIP) 

A. PURPOSE 

The Dresden Station Improvement Plan (DSIP), in the final stages of· 
publishing, was developed to provide coordination and oversight of the 
numerous individual action plans as well as to enhance communications. 
These individual action plans were specified to serve two primary 
purposes. First, they constituted a formalized means of implementing and 
monitoring progress of the necessary actions requited to meet the 
quantitative performance goals mandated by the Corporate Strategic Plan 
for Excellence. Second, they included the necessary actions designed to 
be responsive to the findings of the assessments recently performed at 
Dresden. The DSIP integrates all of these action plans, and provides a 
consistent overview and monitoring function to ensure that these plans are 
effectively implemented in accordance with predetermined schedules, and 
that the desired results are achieved. 

B. ORGANIZATION 

• 

To oversee implementation of the DSIP, the position of Superintendent of 
Performance Improvement was created at Dresden and filled with the former 
Corporate Regulatory Assurance Superintendent. This Superintendent 
reports directly to the Station Manager and has the responsibility of 
assuring that action plans are developed in a timely manner, that these 
plans are responsive to the identified problems, that key personnel 
responsible for plan implementation are identified, that major plan 
activities have milestone completion dates assigned, and that key 
performance indicators, where appropriate, are identified that can be used 
to measure effectiveness of plan implementation. The functions of the 
superintendent of Performance Improvement are as follows: 

1. Provide for the oV.erall management and integration of the Dresden 
· Station Improvemenf :i?'rogram · 

2. Coordinate development of Action Plans aimed at problem resolutions 

.·· . 
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Assure monitoring of progress of action plans through use of action 
plan schedules and appropriate performance indicators 

Assess station performance and specify the development of new action 
plans, or make "mid-course corrections" to current action plans. 

In most cases, the development and implementation of action plans is 
performed by personnel in the various departments responsible for the work 
activities needing improvement. The Superintendent of Performance 
Improvement interacts with the department line managers to assure 
appropriate resources are devoted to action plan implementation. In 
certain special cases, such as the enhancements to the maintenance 
program, response to INPO recommendations, or the upgrading of procedures, 
special coordinators have been exclusively assigned to these action 
plans. The INPO and the procedure upgrade coordinators report directly to 
the Superintendent of Performance Improvement, while the Maintenance 
Improvement Coordinator reports directly to the Assistant Superintendent -
Maintenance and functionally to the Superintendent of Performance 
.Improvement. 

Additionally, in support of the impl~mentation of the DSIP in general, and 
of selected specific action plans, Dresden is integrating into the Station 
organization outside consultants with:~pecial expertise in such areas as 
operating procedures and preventive and ~re~.i~~ive maintenance. 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

The DSIP is structured to encompass and bring together the entire Dresden 
Station improvement effort. · It consists of a collection of 104 Action 
Plans. developed to address both Station and Corporate identified 
improvement areas. 

Action plans relative to the DSIP were developed based on two sources: 

• Corporate Strategic Plan 
• Improvement Action Plans 

These sources are discussed below. A sub-set of the Improvement Action 
Plans are those that relate to the findings and conclusions in the DET 
Report. A description of these Action Plans is also provided below. 

1. Strategic Plan 

The Corporate strategic Plan for Excellence in Nuclear Operations, 
1988 through 1992, was developed by the Edison corporate officers to 
provide a formalized framework by which the individual stations will 
achieve excellence in operations. The plan establishes quantitative 
performance indicators against which the Station's performance will 
be measured, as well as numerical goals for each of these performance 
indicators. 
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To meet these goals established by the Strategic Plan, action plans 
were writt~n and included specific steps the specific Station 
department will take to· meet the corporat~ per.forl'l!ance goals. Each 
·such specific step has an assigned responsible station individual, as 
well as a milestone schedule. 

2. Improvement Action Plans 

In order to arrive at additional action plans necessary to address 
those areas in need of improvement that were specific to Dresden, the 
Superintendent of Performance Improvement reviewed the'findings and 
conclusions of the reports of the recent assessments of Dresden 
Station (see Table 1). The Superintendent of Performance Improvement 
performed a subjective overview of these assessments. Significant 
items and "common threads" were evaluated and prioritized. He 
identified the need for action plans, and assigned a station 
individual the responsibility to develop each plan. A total of 
fifty-one such additional improvement action plans were developed by 
January 8, 1988. 

Each action plan has a series of detailed steps that the station will 
implement that are expected to result in improvements. Milestone 
completion dates a~e defined for each step, as well as the key 
station individual responsible for implementation of the action. 
Associated with a majority of these action plans are one or more 
performance indicators that will be a measure of action plan 
effectiveness and progress towards success. Some action plans, 
however, have been written such that no performance indicators can be 
monitored to measure progress of the plan. In these cases, it is 
intended to utilize an independent assessment function to provide the 
necessary overview of the progress of the particular action plan. 

The topics of the additional improvement action plans are identified 
in Table 2. 

3. DET Action Plans 

of the fifty-one improvement action plans, twenty-two are responsive 
to findings and conclusions contained in the DET Report. These are 
listed in Table 3. The majority of these action plans were developed 
in response to either the findings of other assessments, or to 
station goals or management initiatives. However, they do address 
the concerns identified in parallel by the DET. Each of these 
twenty-two plans is included in ApP,endix A . 
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As previously discussed, many of the action plans have associated 
performance indicators by which the effectiveness of the action plan 
implementation can be measured. These performance indicators, as 
well as the measurement standard against which plan performance can 
be judged, are identified at the bottom of each plan in Appendix A. 
The Dresden superintendent of Performance Improvement will monitor 
these performance indicators on an ongoing basis. If implementation 
of a plan does not result in improvement as evidenced by the 
performance indicator, the Superintendent of Performance Improvement 
will take appropriate actions, including revision to an existing 
plan, or development of a new plan, as necessary, to assure sustained 

·improved performance. 

To facilitate the monitoring of plant performance, the Dresden 
Monthly Status Report is undergoing a re-structuring to better 
trend the NRC performance indicators, the top-10 INPO performance 
indicators and other indicators relative to station action plans. 
Goals will be annotated on the appropriate trend charts/graphs/ 
figures. The report re-structure is scheduled to be completed by 
March 1, 1988. 

IV • . OTHER DRESDEN INITIATIVES 

A· SCRAM REDUCTION 

• 

As a result of the Station's disappointing performance in this area in 
1987, a complete revision to the Scram Reduction Program is being 
undertaken for 1988. Action plans have be.en written to accomplish the 
following: 

1. Incorporate ESF Actuation Reduction and Investigation into the Scram 
Reduction and Investigation Program. 

2. Re-organize the Scram Reduction Committee to manage the overall scram 
prevention and reduction effort. Organize sub-committees in the 
support areas of Scram Investigation, Industry/In-House Experience, 
Engineering, and Maintenance/Equipment Performance. 

3. Formalize the above organization and their functions in new and 
revised procedures, and implement the new program. 

The thrust of this new program is to prevent scrams based on thorough 
investigation and evaluation of previous scrams, review of industry events . 
for potential problems at Dresden, and the initiation of appropriate 
modifications and maintenance activities on equipment whose failure could 
cause a scram. The above program is scheduled to be implemented by March, 
1988. Further, a corporate Directive is to be issued in mid-1988 to 
provide additional guidance and direction for the scram reduction and 
prevention effort. 
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FACILITIES IMPROVEMENT 

A number of facility improvement initiatives have been undertaken at 
Dresden. The most extensive has been the overall plant cleanup and 
painting project. 

Other significant facilities improvement projects scheduled to begin in 
1988 include the following: 

1. Relocate Protecte.d Area (PA) security fence to include Administration 
Building inside the PA. 

2. complete control Room ceiling and HVAC work. 

3. Install new makeup demineralizer system. 

4. Upgrade liquid radwaste system. 

5. Install new roofing on Turbine and Reactor Buildings. 

TECH SPEC UPGRADE 

Problems have been encountered in the past in the past in the process of 
interpreting various Limiting Conditions for Operator (LCO) and 
Surveillance requirements. A detailed review of the Dresden Tech Specs 
was deemed necessary in order ~o resolve the_following issues: 

. ;- i.' ·,,. . 

1. LCO and S~rveillance wordl~g that has been shown to be ambiguous, 
inconsistent, confusing, and subject to multiple interpretations. 

. .J· 
·] 

I~ :\: ~ ' ~ ~ 

2. Operational "traps",-.configurations, and errors that result in the 
high likelihood of violating,Tech Spec r~quirements. 

3. surveillance requirements that ar~ ~.edundant, excessive, ·and do not 
relate to the present NRC phi,fosoph1es .regarding equipment testing. 

A consultant has b.een hired to assist the l?tation in performing a detailed 
review of the Tech Specs, and to provide technical justifications for Tech 
Spec change submittals. It is our intent to commence the submittal of 
Tech Spec changes by April, 1988. 

D. PROCEDURES UPGRADE 

• 
In October, 1987 a Procedures Upgrade Coordinator was added to the Station 
in order to manage the overall procedures improvement program. Action 
plans have been developed, and the following items are scheduled to be 
addressed in 1988: 

1. Re-write and upgrade of the Dresden Administrative Procedures 
concerning procedure generation, review, and approval. 
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Designation of departmental procedure writers, and establishing 
departmental objectives ahd priorities. 

Development of a Station Procedure Writer's Guide. 

Utilizing consultant personnel and departmental writers to review, 
re-write, and generate procedures. 

The procedures upgrade project will initially concentrate heavily on the 
improvement of maintenance and operating procedures. This will include 
abnormal, alarm response, and surveillance procedures in the operations 
area. 

E. OTHER INITIATIVES 

• 

• 

A number of other initiatives resulted from management's review of 
Dresden. A few additional examples of these initiatives are presented in 
the following paragraphs. 

Information management systems were brought to the Station. Computerized 
tracking of important action items and commftments was instituted. Full 
implementation of the Nuclear Tracking system (NTS) at Dresden is 
scheduled for 1988. Plans are in place for the computerization of station 
procedures, technical specifications, and the FSAR. 

In March, 1987, Dresden Station developed and began implementing a Plan 
for Achieving and Maintaining Error-Free Operation. This plan provides 
management overview of shift operations, augmented on-site reviews 
prior-to-startup, enhanced shift turnovers, corporate/ station bi-weekly 
plant operations review, and additional management controls in order to 
prevent personnel errors. Additionally, a control room quiet-hour concept 
was instituted. This type of plan·was first developed at LaSalle Country 
Station, and has since been institutionalized at all of Edison's nuclear 
stations. 

The appearance of the station was markedly improved by concerted efforts 
to clean-up, paint-up, and fix-up as a way to improve worker morale, pride 
in the workplace, and overall working safety conditions. A majority of 
the previously-contaminated general access areas were decontaminated. 

An action 
events at 
number of 
for 1986. 
1987. 

plan .was written to reduce the number of personnel contamination 
Dresclen. This.plan has achieved good results, in that the total 
personnel contaminations for 1987 was less than half of those 
Personnel error Deviation Repor~s were also markedly reduced in 

Self-assessments by Edison corporate personnel were performed in the 
functional areas of chemistry, maintenance, radiation protection, and 
ALARA. As a result, plans for improvements were proposed. 
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To achieve the goals in the Corporate Strategic Plan for Excellence, 
Dresden initiated numerous action plans for improvements in key 
quantitative performance indicators, including the number of SCRAM's, 
cumulative personnel radiation exposure, and radwaste volume generated. 

V. -CONCLUSION 

From the DET Report and the V. Stello letter, and from meetings between 
Edison and NRC management, Edison is acutely aware of the NRC's concern 
regarding Dresden's ability to sustain improvements and to avoid what the 
NRC characterized as Dresden's cyclical performance. Edison is confident 
that Dresden's performance will continue to improve and that this 
improvement will be sustained. This confidence is founded on a number of 
significant factors. 

First among them is Edison's corporate commitment to its Strategic Plan 
for Excellence in Nuclear Operations. The aggressively-determined goals 
and the quantitative key performance indicators that will be monitored to 
ensure achievement and maintenance of the goals provide a framework for 
sustained performance excellence. Edison corporate officers have and will 
commit whatever resources that are necessary to achieve these goals. 

The current management team at Dresden is firmly committed to excellence, 
and is aggressively and innovatively pursuing the performance goals 
established by the Strategic Plan. This inherent commitment to 
performance excellence is further reinforced by the linkage of each 
manager's performance with the Station's performance in the 
newly-established management review system, Performance Planning Review 
{PPR). 

The new information management systems recently put into place to more 
closely track important commitments and to identify more quickly emerging 
trends will enable station management to take prompt corrective measures 
when station performance begins to degrade. Several additional factors 
have aided in Dresden's ability to identify more quickly the emergence of 
potentially negative performance trends. More corporate resources and 
associated expertise have been provided to Dresden. The maintenance 
trending programs will promptly identify equipment performance trends. 
Nuclear safety periodically generates a compilation of DVR's to identify 
common root causes and equipment problems. An extensive procedure {OAP 
2-8) now governs the review of DVR's and includes an improved analysis of 
problem root cause. The Scram/ESF investigation procedure {OAP 7-15) will 
be restructured to provide for a more thorough determination of root cause . 
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Lastly, the DSIP and its associated action plans will assure marked 
improvements in Station:· performance in many areas. The Superintendent of 
Performance Improvement will continue to monitor Station performance, and 
will institute midcourse corrections to action plans, or develop new 
action plans, as necessary, to assure maintained·high performance. Edison 
is confident that the scope of DSIP is sufficiently broad to address a 
majority of contributors that contributed to the Station's previous cyclic 
performance. The DSIP scope was determined based on a review of the 
findings and recommendations of 'the numerous· assessments previously 
described. Based on our conviction that the scope of these assessments 
was sufficiently broad to identify significant performance weaknesses, and 
that the DSIP will address all these weaknesses, Edison believes that the 
current scope of the DSIP is proper. The Superintendent of Performance 
Improvement will react with the development of new action plans, or the 
modification of existing action plans, when the need for additional 
performance enhancements are identified. 

Most clearly evidencing the recent improvements in Dresden's performance 
is the current Dresden two-unit continuous operating record of 92 days and 
continuing. The previous record at Dresden of 77 days was set in 1978. 

In conclusion, Edison believes that the concerns raised by the DET Report 
are being appropriately addressed by Dresden Station and corporate 
management. Edison knows what the problems at Dresden are, based on the 
exhaustive scope of numerous assessments of Dresden activities performed 
in the recent past. Edison has put in place an aggressive management team 
firmly committed to sustained improvements in performance at Dresden. 
This team has in place the management systems and programs that are capable 
of resolving currently known problems and identifying and developing 
resolutions for any potential future or yet-undisclosed problems. 
Edison's c6mmitment to achieving excellence is clear. Edison corporate 
management commitment manifests itself in our strategic plan which 
provides the framework for·achieving and sustaining excellence. We 
reiterate that the resources prudently necessary for achieving excellence 
will be expended. Edison will achieve excellence in its nuclear 
operations. Dresden's performance will improve to a level of excellence 
and this improvement will be sustained. 

~125K 
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RECENT REVIEWS AND ASSESSMENTS OF DRESDEN STATION 

one of the more extensive of these reviews was the July 1987 INPO 
Evaluation at the Dresden Station. As is standard for the INPO evaluation 
process, an experienced team of personnel assessed a broad scope of Station 
activities. The following month, INPO performed an assessment of the Edison 
corporate offices. Additionally, Edison received INPO assistance in a more 
detailed, comprehensive review of Dresden maintenance activities. This 
review, jointly conducted by both Edison and the INPO Maintenance Assessment 
and Review Team (MART), took place in September 1987. INPO also provided 
assistance to Edison in Hay, 1987 in a comprehensive review of Dresden's 
Health Physics activities. 

Some of the more notable formal self-assessments performed by Edison 
personnel include the assessment of maintenance activities that preceeded the 
1987 INPO Evaluation, assessments of radiation protection activities, the 
Nuclear Safety Department review of recurring problems, and the safety System 
Functionality Inspection (SSFI) on the Unit 3 Diesel Generator. The SSFI was 
a QUality Assurance Department initiative that had also been performed on the 
QUad-Cities HPCI system and the Zion eves system. This effort was a 
comprehensive examination of modifications, _procedures, maintenance 

umentation, drawings, and system configuration in order that the 
nctionality of the system could be assessed. 

The NRC performed significant inspections of Dresden during 1987. 
The most extensive was· the Diagnostic Evaluation, for which this response was 
prepared. Another was the Region III Special Task Force Review of Equipment 
Performance conducted in April-May, 1987. A total list of the reports of ! 
significant assessments is given below: 

1. 09/01/87 Dresden Station Performance Improvement Activities List 

2. 09/04/87 NRC Equipment Performance Inspection 

3. 09/87 MART Evaluation Report 

4. 08/87 Dresden INPO Evaluation Report 
'. ,.· ' 
' ' / 

5. 08/87 NRC Diagnostic Evaluation Team Inspection Exit Presentation 

6. Dresden SALP-6 Report 

7. 06/87 Dresden Maintenance Self-Assessment Report 

• 
8 . 06/86 Dresden SSOHI NRC Inspection Report 



• 9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18 . 

• 19. 

20. 

21. 

4125K 
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TABLE 1 
(con't) 

08/87 Dresden QA SSFI Report on DG-3 

06/87 Dresden INPO Plant Exp,erience Report 

1987 NRC I.E. Inspection Reports for Dr~sden 

08/87 RAD Services Review Report of Dresden Con·tamination Control 
Program 

08/87 Corpora.te INPO Ev~luation Draft Report 

Radiation Occurrence Report (ROR) 12-87-84; 07/87 Hot particle Event 

06/02/87 INPO Health Physics Assistance Visit Report 

06/28/87 Nuclear Safety Assessment of Recurring Failures at Dresden 
(DVR Review) 

02/04/87 INPO Trip Report; CECo Plant Recurring Failures 

12/29/86 Chemistry Assessment Report 

03/20/87 Radiation Protection Assessment Report 

05/01/86 ALARA Assessment Report 

09/87 Internal Dresden Chemistry Assessment Report 
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TABLE 2 

IMPROVEMENT ACTION PLANS 

Maintenance improvement (3 action plans) 

IST improvement (3 action plans) 

System Engineer concept implementation 

Surveillance Program up.grade 

Laundry Hot-Particle Program 

DAW Reduction 

ALARA/exposure reduction (2 action plans) 

Chemistry performance improvement (4 action plans) 

Chemistry on-line monitoring 

Work Request tracking/backlog 

Tech Spec re-write 

Operator re-training program upgrade 

Housekeeping/Cleanup/Painting and Material Cond. (2 action plans) 

Scram reduction (2 action plans) 

Procedures upgrade (3 action plans) 

Fire protection program improvement 

Facilities improvements (5 action plans) 

1st-line supv. Training Program 

Conduct of operations training program 

Plant labeling (2 action plans) 

Personnel accountability improvement 

Communications Improvement 

Safety System Functionality 

Plant decontamination program (2 action plans) 

Reliability-related program 

Deviation Report backlog 

Operating Experience review backlog 

Commitment tracking program upgrade 

Radwaste Chemistry control 

Lubrication program upgrade 

Paid disability reduction 

Disabling injury reduction (2 action plans) 

4125K 



TABLE .3 

ACTION PLANS IN SUPPORT OF DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION RESPONSE 

A. Operations 

1. Tech Spec Re-Write 

2. scram Reduction 

3. 

4. 

- Program Re-structure 

Historical Review 
. . 

Conduct of Operations Training Program 

Lubrication Program Upgrade 

B. Maintenance 

1. Maintenance Improvement 

- Administrative Items 

- Preventive Maintenance· 

- Motor Operators Valves 

2. Work Request Tracking/Backlog 

3. Reliability-Related Program 

c. Testing 

1. IST Improvement 

- Program Implementation 

- Valve Program 

- Pump Program 

D. Operator Training 

1. Operator Retraining Upgrade 

:~· 

•,: 



E. Quality Programs 

TABLE 3 
(con't} 

1. Commitment Tracking Program Upgrade 

2. Procedures Upgrade 

3. safety Systems Functionality 

F. Management/Union Interaction 

1. First Line supervisor Training ~rogram 

2. Personnel Accountability Improvement 

G. Communication 

1. Communications Improvement 

Plant Material Condition 

1. Housekeeping/Cleanup/Painting and Material Condition 

2. Plant Decontamination Program 

4225K 
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ACTION PLANS RESPONSIVE TO THE DET REPORT 
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1988 ANNUAL GOALS 
DRESDEN STATION 

DESCRIPTION OF GOAL Upgrade Station Procedures. 

ACTION PLAN: 

WHAT 

I. Designate Departmental Writers: 
a. Technical Services b. Operations 
c. Maintenance 

2. Assess and provide typing support for upgrade effort. 

3. Establish Department Objectives/Priorities for 
consulting support. a. Technical Services 
b. Operations c. Maintenance 

4. Develop Station/Departmental Writers Guide (consulting 
support). 

5. Hire consultants for prioritized, selective upgrading 
of procedures. a. Operations · 
b. Maintenance c. Technical Services 

,· 

6. Conmence formal upgrade process. 

MEASUREMENT STANDARD Procedures are upgraded such that 
Dresden has recel.ved no findings from 
INPO, QA or the NRC related to 
procedures. 

Performance Indicators: None 

• 

RESPONSIBILITY OF: Blackmon 
COMPLETION EXPECTED BY: 01/01/90 GOAL NO. AO- I 

... 
• ~.· ! 

DUE DATE 

02/01/88 

02/01/88 

02/01/88 

04/01/88 

04/01/88 

04/01/88 
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DESCRIPTION OF GOAL 

ACTION PLAN: 

1988 ANNUAL GOALS 
DRESDEN STATION 

Improve safety system functionality at Dresden. 

WHAT 

I. Perform SSFT on Unit 3 Diesel Generator. 

2. Resolve and complete Open Items from 1987 SSFI on U-3 
Diesel Generator. 

3. Evaluate Item 2 for lmplementatlon of Corrective 
Actions on Unit 2 and Unit 2/3 Diesel Generators (or 
other plant safety systems). 

4. Evaluate Quad-Cities SSFI on HPCI for actions to be 
taken at Dresden for HPCI (or other plant safety 
systems). 

· 5. Perform further tests, Inspections, etc. based on 
Corporate Senior Management Review. 

MEASUREMENT STANDARD Completion of necessary Inspections, 
tests and corrective actions per 
schedule. 

Performance Indicators: I. NPRDS Failure Reports submitted 
2. Corrective maintenance non-outage 

safety-re I ated WR back I og 

RESPONSIBILITY OF: J. Achterberg 
COMPLETION EXPECTED BY: 12/31/88 GOAL NO. AD-4 

DUE DATE 

07/01/88 

07/01/88 

08/01/88 

06103188 

12/31/88 



1988 ANNUAL GOALS 
DRESDEN STATION 

DESCRIPTION OF GOAL Improve inter-departmental conmunications. 

ACTION PLAN: 

WHAT 

I. Comnunlcate the overall Dresden Station Improvement 
Program and supporting details to all departments, 
Including B.U. 

2. Provide for a feedback mechanism regarding Dresden 
Improvement efforts. 

3. Set up rout I ne meet I ngs be:f'Ween foremen ·from the 
working departments COper., Malnt., Rad-Chem.) 

4. Evaluate employee feedback programs for work requests, 
procedure change requests, drawing change requests, . . . . . 
etc. 

5. Conduct Interviews with personnel In departments to 
assess effectl.veness of Tailgate meetings. Assess 
need for changes to program. 

6. Evaluate Morning Meeting and outage Meeting format to 
enhance conmunlcatlons between Malnt., Rad-Chem, TS, 
and Operating. 

MEASUREMENT STANDARD Actual performance. 

Performance Indicators: None 

RESPONSIBILITY OF: C. Schroeder 
COMPLETION EXPECTED BY: 01/01/89 GOAL NO. AD-5 

DUE DATE 

03/01/88 

04/01/88 

04/01/88 

06/01/88 

07/01/88 

03/01/88 



• 

1988 ANNUAL GOALS 
DRESDEN STATION 

DESCRIPTION OF GOAL Develop and implement a program to improve accountability of 
personnel. 

ACTION PLAN: 

WHAT 

I. Implement Basic Expectations as part of PPR process 
for management personnel. 

2. Evaluate the applicability of the PPR process to BU 
personnel CG.O. assist). 

3. Expand Regulatory Activities Dally Sheet'+o· include 
responses to DVR's, NRC Notices and INPO Items. 

4. Eva I uate the need for add It l,ona I f I rst-1 I ne superv I sor 
training specific to Dresden·Statlon (stres~ 
accountability). 

5. Deve I op and I mp I ement methodo I ogy to stre.ani'l I ne. and ' . 
accelerate the procedure review process (both. periodic 
review and approval). 

MEASUREMENT STANDARD Actual performance. 

Performance Indicators: I. Radiation Occurrence Reports 
2. Security Badge/Key Events 
3. Personal Contamination Events 
4. Personnel Error DVR's 

RESPONSIBILITY OF: C. Schroeder 
COMPLETION EXPECTED BY: 01/01/89 GOAL NO. AD-6 

DUE DATE 

02/01/88 

03/01/88 

03/01/88 

06/01/88 

03/01/88 



1988 ANNUAL GOALS 
DRESDEN STATION 

ESCRIPTION OF GOAL Develop and implement a Station specific program to achieve 
excel lance In material condition and housekeeping. 

ACTION PLAN: 

WHAT 

I. Implement and monitor OAP 3-11 .. Reduce debris, fire 
hazards, housekeeping deficiencies. and contamination 
In a timely manner through accountabi I lty'., , , __ . 

2. Assure equ I pment c I ean 11 ness per OAP· 3-12. . r 

3. Assure painting schedule Is completed by Sept., 1988. 

4. Develop the Facilities Improvement Program for Dresden 
(Phase I and II). 

5. Continue with the vertical and horizontal surface 
decontamination effort. 

6. Review and/or revise action plan when Production 
Services Issues guidelines 7/1/88. 

MEASUREMENT STANDARD For 1989, receive no INPO findings on 
material condition and achieve a SALP 
Category 2 or better In the area of 
Fire Protection and Housekeeping. 

Performance Indicators: I. No. of work requests outstanding 
for system leaks In the plant. 

RESPONSIBILITY OF: J. WuJclga 
COMPLETION EXPECTED BY: 01/01/89 GOAL NO. AD-12 

~ '·"" ;/ ~. ; •, .. 

DUE DATE 

06/01/88 

04/01/88 

09/30/88 

07/01/88 

01/01/89 

07/01/88 



• 

ESCRIPTION OF GOAL 

ACTION PLAN: 

1988 ANNUAL GOALS 
DRESDEN STATION 

Fully implement the Rel iabl.1 ity Related Program 

WHAT 

I. Develop and Implement a Post and Predictive Malnt. 
Testing Program to enhance the current Reliability 
Program. 

2. Develop and Implement a Plant Performance Monitoring 
and Equipment Failure Analysis Program to enhance the 
Rellablllty Related Program. 

3. Develop and Implement the Annual Work Request Concept. 

MEASUREMENT STANDARD 1988 Goa I : 5. 3j Forced Outage Rate 

Performance Indicators: I. · Forced outage rate. 
2. NPRDS failure reports. 
3. Unit thermal efficiency Cheat rate) 
4. Equipment forced outages per 1000 

critical hours 

RESPONSIBILITY OF: J. Wujclga 
COMPLETION EXPECTED BY: 06/01/88 GOAL NO. -AD-14 

DUE DATE 

12/31/88 

12/01/88 

06/01/88 



1988 ANNUAL GOALS 
DRESDEN STATION 

ESCRIPTION OF GOAL Develop project descriptions, comprehensive action plans, 
schedules·- and tracking .. and· assessment _methods for the items 
identified In various maintenance assessments c0nducted at 
Dresden Station during 1987 (Maintenance Improvement Program -
Administrative items). 

ACTION PLAN: 

WHAT 

I. Develop program for management standards and 
expectations, (Including management' Involvement) 
upgrade. Conmence Implementation of program. 

2. Develop program to Improve conmunlcatlon/teamwork. 
Conmence Implementation. 

3. Develop planning improvement effort and start 
Implementation. 

4. Develop and conrnence implementation of scheduling 
upgrade program. 

5. Failure analysis and rework program development. 

MEASUREMENT STANDARD Actual completion of project 
development per milestone schedule. 
(Other action plans to follow based on 
detailed completion of above.) 

Performance Indicators: None 

RESPONSIBILITY OF: J. Coonan 
COMPLETION EXPECTED BY: 04/01/88 GOAL NO. MS-9 

DUE DATE 

03/01/88 

03101188 

04/01/88 

04/01/88 

04/01/88 



'" 
1988 ANNUAL GOALS 
DRESDEN .STATl.O~ 

ESCRIPTION OF GOAL Develop and implement a Comprehensive Preventive Maintenance 
Program. 

ACTION PLAN: 

WHAT 

I. Define program: a) Establish mgt. overall 
responsibility. b) Est criteria for Inclusion of 
equip In the program. c) Est. Sta Guideline, listing 
equip to be Incl In PM Prgm. d) Generate Integrated 
equip. list. e) Revise PM OAP. 

2. Obtain and analyze Information: 
a) Review assessment - INPO, MART, SELF; NRC, NPRDS. 
b) Review History Flies. 
c) Develop TJM Header Codes. 

3. Implement program and controls. 

4. Develop Post Maintenance Testing Program. 

5. Trend Program Results. Develop method to trend the 
need for corrective maintenance. 

6. Review program effectiveness. 

MEASUREMENT STANDARD Ratio of PM to total work requests; 
actual completion.of programs per 
schedule. 

Performance Indicators: I. S PM work requests of total work 
requests. 

RESPONSIBILITY OF: L. Johnson-Hester 
COMPLETION EXPECTED BY: 09/01/88 GOAL NO. MS-10 

DUE DATE 

06/01/88 

09/01/88 

09/01/88 

09/01/88 

09/01/88 

09/01/88 



1988 ANNUAL GOALS 
DRESDEN ST A Tl ON 

ESCRIPTION OF GOAL To expand PM Program to all Safety Related, Reliability Related 
and Balance of Plant MOV"s. 

ACTION PLAN: 

WHAT 

I. Assembly of Team I 
a) Name overall MOV Coordinator. 
b) Obtain consultants. 

2. Refine Maintenance Procedure. 
a) Review other utility reports. b) Review concerns 
Indicated by INPO, SOER's and IE Bulletins. c) 
Resolve grease Issue. d) Resolve D.P. Testing Issue. 

3. Complete performance of maintenance and overhaul of 
Safety-Related valves. 

4. Develop Post Maintenance Test Program. 

5. Develop a Trend Analysis and Root Cause Program. 

6. Review program effectiveness. 

MEASUREMENT STANDARD No MOY failures due to lack of proper 
corrective or preventive maintenance. 

Performance Ind I cators: I • No. of p I ant MOV' s for .wh I ch PM . 
program Is completed. 

RESPONSIBILITY Of: B. Kaplnus 
COMPLETION EXPECTED BY: 12/01/89 c,;DAL NO. MS- I I 

DUE DATE 

03/01/88 

03/30/88 

12/01/89 

06/01/88 

06/01/88 

09/01/88 



1988 ANNUAL GOALS 
DRESDEN STATION 

ESCRIPTION OF GOAL To reduce the backlog and provide a systematic way of tracking 
outstanding Work Requests. 

ACTION PLAN: 

WHAT 

I. Backlog effort: a) Review WR's over I yr and cancel 
those that were not required. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

6. 

b) Review al I pending WR's for dupl I cation. ·, i\ , 
c) Monitor outstanding WR's fo~ appl lc~bl i'1.f);.' : i" ,, '.~ '' •· 

WR Tracking effort: 
a) Complete Installation 

l : " -. -

and testing.of PRIME 3; 
b) Computer link to IBM, and lnstal latlon of WR._, 

Tracking. .. .. , 
c) Work Request Tracking Training. •' 9'·: \ 

~ 

.: 
. ~f\, . 

Complete Work Request Program revision to use blanket .. 
·Work Requests for routine survell lances, faclJity· 
repairs, and PM. 

Reduce pending Control Room Work Requests to less than 
20 by the end of 1988. 

Reduce corrective maintenance Work Requests older than 
3 months to less than 500 by the end of 1988. 

Reduce corrective non-<>utage Work Request backlog to 
less than BOO by the end of 1988. 

MEASUREMENT STANDARD Work Request backlog reduced to goals 
set In above action plan. 

Performance Indicators: I. Control Room Instrument WR backlog. 
2. j corrective maintenance WR's 

Cnon-<>utage) greater than 3 months 
old. 

3. Corrective maintenance non.:..outage. 
WR backlog. 

RESPONSIBILITY OF: D. Van Pelt 
COMPLETION EXPECTED BY: 12/31/88 GOAL NO. MS-12 

·'..: 

'. 

' -, 

'. __ , . ' 

DUE DATE 

03101188 

03/01/88 

05/01/88 

12/31/88 

12/31/88 

12/31/88 



1988 ANNUAL GOALS 
· DRESDEN STATION 

: , 

ESCRIPTION OF GOAL Implement N.O. Directive on Scram Reduction and Re-structure 
Station Scram Reduction Program 

ACTION PLAN: 

WHAT 

I. Revise Scram Reduction/Trip Review Procedures to 
address INPO concerns. 

2. Organize SFR Conmittee. Specify members, meeting 
frequency, sub-cannittees, and expectations. Document 
this organization into a draft Polley/Procedure. 

3. Formalize SFR Conmittee in Station Polley/Procedures 
and implement new program. 

4. Receive N.O. Directive and review for procedure 
changes and policy changes. 

5. implement N.O. Directive. Further address SFR 
Conmittee charger, meetings, accountability, etc . 

DUE DATE 

02/01/BB 

03/01/BB 

04/01/BB 

06/01/88 

09/01/88 

• 

• 

MEASUREMENT STANDARD Reduce scrams to less than 4 per 
station by 1988. 
Reduce scrams to 2 per station per 
year by 1992. 

Performance Indicators: I. Uryplanned automatic scrams while,.. 
critical . 

. RESPONSIBILITY OF: J. Wujciga 
COMPLETION EXPECTED BY: 09/01/88 GOAL NO. OPt 



1988 ANNUAL GOALS 
DRESDEN STATION 

~SCRIPTION OF GOAL Review data from previous Dresden scrams for 1985, 1986 and 
1987. Reconmend hardware, procedural and administrative changes 
as needed. 

ACTION PLAN: 

WHAT 

I. Compile LERs for all Dresden scrams from last 3 years 
and from BWR-3 scrams for last 3 years from INPO Data 
Base. 

2. Review LERs from other BWR-3 for appllcablllty and 
past Dresden scrams and reconmend new corrective 
actions. 

3. Determine corrective action to be Implemented at 
Dresden and Initiate. 

4. Determine and acquire resources to support an 
augmented scram reduction effort. 

5. Develop any additional action plans needed to provide 
for a comprehensive scram reduction effort. 

MEASUREMENT STANDARD Reduce scrams to less than 4 per 
station by 1988. 
Reduce scr8:"'s to 2 per' station ·per· 
year by 1992.: 

Performance Indicators: I. Unplanned automatic scrams while 
critical. 

RESPONSIBILITY OF: J. WuJclga 
COMPLETloN EXPECTED BY: 06/01/88 GOAL NO. OP-5 

DUE DATE 

04/01/88 

05/01/88 

06/01/88 

05/01/88 

06/01/88 



ESCRIPTION OF GOAL 

ACTION PLAN: 

1988 ANNUAL GOALS 
DRESDEN STATION 

Upgrade the Dresden Station Lubrication Program 

WHAT 

I. Specify due dates for lubrication. Terminate group 
listing of lube Items and Implement Individual listing 
of.each lube requirement. Revise OAP 7-6 accordingly. 

2. Change due dates on cooling water equipment to periods 
more favorable to avallablllty. 

3. Visual Inspection log of oil samples for breakdown. 
Test oils drained during changeout for viscosity and 
log results. 

4. Reprocess 797 oil In oil tanks, vaprotec light oil In 
HPCI, and EHC. 

5. Implement manual valve lubrication program. 

6. Evaluate run-time vs. lube requirements of equipment. 

MEASUREMENT STANDARD Equipment performance results. No 
failures due to lack of, or Improper 
lubrication. 

Performance Indicators: I. Overdue lubrications 

RESPONSIBILITY OF: M. Evans 
COMPLETION EXPECTED BY: 10/01/88 GOAL NO. OP-I I 

DUE DATE 

05/01/88 

04/01/88 

03/01/88 

03/01/88 

09/01/88 

10/01/88 



1988 ANNUAL GOALS 
pRESDEN STATION 

~SCRIPTION OF GOAL 

ACTION PLAN: 

Decontaminate non-:-autage areas of the plant. 

WHAT 

I. Decontaminate Unit I Sphere. 

2. Decontaminate Units 2 and 3 REDT Rooms. Need REDT 
tanks emptied of sludge. 

3. Decontaminate SOC pump rooms on Units 2 and 3. 
Decontaminate fuel pool pump area. 

4. Decontaminate fourth floor of max recycle area. 

5. Clean al I sumps. 

6. Clean 6 radwaste tanks. 

MEASUREMENT STANDARD Decontamination to non-smearable 
status. 

Performance Indicators: I. ft2 contaminated general plant 
access area. 

2. Total $of plant area contaminated. 

RESPONSIBILITY OF: M. Evans 
COMPLETION EXPECTED BY: 01/01/89 GOAL ~O. OP-12 

DUE DATE 

01/01/89 

04/01/88 

04/01/88 

09/01/88 

01/01/89 

08/01/88 



1988 ANNUAL GOALS 
DRESDEN STATION 

ESCRIPTION OF GOAL Implement "Conduct of Operations" Training Program - Improve the 
overall quality of operations through the development of a 
"CODE". Training will assist In the Implementation of this 
Improvement. 

ACTION PLAN: 

WHAT 

I. Develop a formal "Code of Professional Ism for 
Operators". 

2. Coordinate with the Training Dept; to develop a plan 
for method of training delivery for the "CODE". 

3. Ensure that al I operators are trained on the "CODE". 

4. Reorgan I ze the Ope rat Ing Dept. to a I I ow ·.for better 
work distribution and enhanced supervision. 

MEASUREMENT STANDARD All operators trained.on the "Code of 
Professional Ism for Operators" by 
8/1/88 •. 

Performance Indicators: I. LERs In the SALP area of 
Operations. 

RESPONSIBILITY OF: J. Kotowski 
COMPLETION EXPECTED BY: 08/01/88 GOAL NO. OP-16 

DUE DATE 

04/04/88 

04/29/88 

08/01/88 

03/01/88 



• 

1988 ANNUAL GOALS 
DRESDEN STATION 

ESCRIPTION OF GOAL Implement improvements in the Dresden Technical Specifications. 

ACTION PLAN: 

WHAT 

I • Work with Corporate Nuc I ear Li ce.ris i ng/Regu I atory 
Assurance to hire a consultant for reviewing the 
Dresden Technical Specifications. 

2. Establish a schedule to complete the· review.and submit 
the proposed changes to Corp. 

3. Provide station assistance to contractor. Request 
operabl I ity definition assistance from BWRED •. : 

4. Complete the submittal of proposed revisions to the 
Tech Spec's to OSR. 

5. Complete the submittal of approved revisions of the 
Tech Spec's to Offslte Review and the NLA. 

6. Assist Offslte Review and the NLA to ensure proposed 
revisions are submitted to the NRC. 

MEASUREMENT STANDARD Review completed and all proposed 
changes submitted to the NRC by 
12/15/88. 

Performance Indicators: None 

RESPONSIBILITY OF: E. .Armstrong. 
COMPLETION EXPECTED BY: 12/15/88 GOAL NO. RA-3 

DUE DATE 

02/01/88 

02/15/88 

03/01/88 

10/03/88 

11/01/88 

12/16/88 



1988 ANNUAL.GOALS 
DRESDEN STATION 

ESCRIPTION OF GOAL Upgrade Cannitment Tracking Program at Dresden. 

ACTION PLAN: 

WHAT 

I. Develop procedure for conmltment tracking. This will 
Include use of NTS (what goes on It and when It is 
updated) and AIR's. 

2. Revise station procedures on procedure development and 
review (OAP's 9-1, 9-2 and 9-3) as necessary to 
strengthen'conmltment tracking In procedures. 

3. Train affected station personnel on proper. 
Implementation of the new procedure and revised OAP 9 
series. 

4. When Issued, review Corp. guidelines on conmltment 
tracking based upon NEC Report. Revise station 
procedures as necessary. 

5. Expand the Regulatory Activities List to Include 
conrnltments resulting fr~ QA and NRC audits. 

6. Perform a review of conmltments fran previous .years. 
Formulate a plan to backflt key conmltments Into the 
tracking program - NTS. 

MEASUREMENT STANDARD Cannltment tracking system In place 
ensurll'!g al I new conmltment.s are 
appropriately logged.and no 
conmltments are missed. 

Performance Indicators: I. DVR backlog; " 
2. Overdue conm~tments. 

RESPONSIBILITY OF: E. Armstrong 
COMPLETION EXPECTED BY: 10/03/88 GOAL NO. RA-5 

·. 

DUE DATE 

02/15/88 

03/01/88 

03/15/88 

06/03/88 

07/01/88 

09/02/88 



"· 

ESCRIPTION OF GOAL 

ACTION PLAN: 

1988 ANNUAL GOALS 
DRESDEN STATION 

Upgrade Operator Re-Training Program 

WHAT 

I. 1.ncrease the simulator contact hours from 24 to 60. 

2. Institute crew concept Into simulator training. 

3. I nc_rease I n-p I ant exper I ence of Tra In Ing Oepar1ment 
Operations Group. 

4. Institute Non-Licensed Operator/Licensed Operator 
sp 11 t concern Ing cont I.nu Ing tra In Ing. 

5. Implement.mandatory Spring/Fall continuing training 
cycles . 

• 

MEASUREMENT STANDARD Achieve BOS Individual success rate in 
the Operator Requal Programs (Licensed 
and Non-Licensed) 

Performance Indicators: I. j of operators passing requal 
examinations. 

RESPONSIBILITY OF: S. Stiles 
COMPLETION EXPECTED BY: GOAL NO. TR-3 

DUE DATE 

12/31/88 

12/31/88 

03/01/BB 

03/01/88 

12/31/88 



!-H 

1988 ANNUAL GOALS 
DRESDEN STATION 

~ESCRIPTION OF GOAL 

ACTION PLAN: 

Improve performance and expectations of First-Line Supervisors. 

WHAT 

I. Provide sessions for review of work practices, 
conmunications, and adherence to· p·r~dures. 

2. Implement modified First-Line Supervisor Training 
Program. 

3. Develop and Implement a formal First-Line Supervisor 
Training Program. .J · 

4. Evaluate assignment of Maintenance Foremen to 
permanent work crews. 

5. Evaluate conduct of simulator training with normal 
shift crews. 

6. Evaluate providing RCT personnel with additional 
training following long absences from specific jobs. 

)!_., 

MEASUREMENT STANDARD Actual performance of First-line 
Supervisors; no INPO concerns or NRC 
concerns In this area. 

Performance Indicators: None 

RESPONSIBILITY OF: S. Stiles 
COMPLETION EXPECTED BY: 04/01/89 GOAL NO. TR-4 

DUE DATE 

03/01/88 

04/04/88 

.04/01/89 

06/01/88 

06/01/88 

06/01/88 



~· 

1988 ANNUAL GOALS 
DRESDEN STATION 

ESCRIPTION OF GOAL Implementation of the IST Program by 6/1/90. 

ACTION PLAN: 

WHAT 

I. Submit OAP for IST for OSR (Incorporating QA conments). 

2. Submit revision to OAP 11-2 (Surveillance Program) 
concurrent with IST OAP. 

3. A.) Prepare mod requests, as necessary, for 
Implementation of new test requirements. 
B.) Write/revise procedures for tests which can be 
performed before mod completion. 

4. A.) Revise OAP, as necessary, to Include new valves, 
pumps, etc. 
B.) Create controlled IST Manual. 

5. Train Operators, Op Engineers, Tech Staff, and 
Maintenance on IST Manual. 

6. Complete mods and necessary procedure changes. 

MEASUREMENT STANDARD Actual canpletlon of IST Program, with 
no NRC violations or INPO concerns In 
the IST Area. 

Performance Indicators: j overall program Implementation 
completion. 

RESPONSIBILITY OF: M. Horbaczewskl 
COMPLETION EXPECTED BY: 06/01/90 GOAL NO. TS-II 

DUE DATE 

03/01/88 

03/01/88 

04130188 

06/30/88 

11/30/88 

06/01/90 



,,~ 

1988 ANNUAL GOALS 
DRESDEN STATION 

ESCRIPTION OF GOAL Revise current IST Valve Program. 

ACTION PLAN: 

WHAT 

I. A.) Determine scope of Valve Program. 
B.) Review current IST Program List with MEL for 
additions or deletions. 

2. A.) Make list of valve testing not currently performed. 
B.) Determine testing for valves which are currently 
not being tested. 

3. A.) For valves without sufficient testing, determine 
how testing will be performed. 
B.) prepare relief requests and alt testing for valves 
that cannot be tested per Sec. XI Requirements. 

4. A.) Enter valve list Into computer. 
B.) Review data base to verify accuracy. 
C.) Make corrections to data base. 

5. Submit for On-Site Review. 

6. Submit to NLA. 

MEASUREMENT STANDARD ·Actual submittal of valve program. 

Performance Indicators: None 

RESPONSIBILITY OF: M. Horbaczewskl 
COMPLETION EXPECTED BY: 04/15/88 GOAL NO. TS-12 

DUE DATE 

12/07/87 
(Complete) 

12/10/87 
(Complete) 

02/19/88 

02/26/88 

03/16/88 

04/15/88 



..... 
1988 ANNUAL GOALS 
DRESDEN STATION 

ESCRIPTION OF GOAL Revise current IST Pump Program. 
\ 

ACTION PLAN: 

WHAT 

I. A.) Determine scope definition .for pump program. 
B.) Review current program with scope definition. 
C.) Make a list of pump testing not·currently 
performed. .. . 

2. A.) For pumps with Insufficient testing, determine how 
testing wl 11 be performed. 
B.) For pumps with Impractical test requirements, 
prepare .relief requests and determine alternate 
testing. 

3. A.) Enter pump list Into computer. 
B.) Review data base printout for accuracy and make 
corrections. 

4. A.) Submit for On-Site Review. 
B.) Make necessary corrections. 

Submit to NLA. 

MEASUREMENT STANDARD Actual submittal of new Pump Program. 

Performance Indicators: None 

RESPONSIBILITY OF: M. Horbaczewskl 
COMPLETION EXPECTED BY: 04/15/88 GOAL NO. TS-13 

DUE DATE 

12/17/87 
(Complete) 

02/05/88 

02/12/88 

03/16/88 

04/15/88 




